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ACADEMIC CALENDAR 

 2018-2019 

FALL SEMESTER SPRING SEMESTER SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 

Sep 10-12 – New faculty members’ integration session 

Sep 10-13 – New students’ orientation week 

Sep 13 – 1st-year students’ dedication 

Sep 14 – Opening of the new academic and liturgical 

year ** 

Sep 14 – Dec 27 – Period of instruction in the Fall 

semester 2018 

Sep 23 – The pilgrimage to Stradch for the 1st-year 

undergraduate and graduate students ** 

Oct 10 – spiritual and formational day for the 2nd-year 

undergraduate students 

Oct 17 – spiritual and formational day for the 3rd-year 

undergraduate students 

Dec 28-31, Jan 10-24 – Final examinations in the Fall 

semester for students of the 1st – 5th years of study and 

the 6th year of study (only 2 years MA programs) 

Dec 24-31 – Final examinations in the Fall semester for 

students of the 6th year of study (only 1,5 years MA 

programs) 

Dec 28 – Jan 11 – Additional examinations for students of 

the 6th year of study (only 1,5 years MA programs) 

Jan 1-9 – Christmas break for students 

Jan 15 – Feb 1 – State diploma examinations for the 

graduate students 

Jan 25-27 – Winter break for students 

Jan 28 – First day of classes in the Spring semester 

Jan 28 – May 24 – Period of instruction in the Spring 

semester for students of the 1st – 3rd and the 5th 

years of study 

Jan 28 – May 17 – Period of instruction in the Spring 

semester for students of the 4th and the 6th years of 

study 

Feb 15 – Integration session for the 1st-year undergraduate 

students 

Feb 18-19 – New faculty members’ integration session 

Feb 20 – Spiritual and formational day for the 4th-year 

undergraduate students 

Apr 22 – May 3 – Easter break for students 

May 27 – Jun 15 – Final examinations for students of the 

1st – 3rd and the 5th years of study 

May 20-31 – Final examinations for students of the 4th and 

the 6th years of study 

Jun 3-7 – Additional examinations for students of the 4th 

and the 6th years of study 

Jun 17-28 – Additional examinations for students of the 1st 

– 3rd and the 5th years of study 

Jun 10-20 – State diploma examinations for undergraduate 

and graduate students 

Jun 29 – Graduation ceremony ** 

 

Class 1: 08.30 – 09.50 

 

Class 2: 10.00 – 11.20 

 

Class 3: 11.30 – 12.50 

 

13.00 – 14.00 – Liturgy (on Monday, Tuesday, 

Thursday and Friday at Sventsitskoho, 

Kozelnytska and Khutorivka campuses) 

 

13.20 – 14.40 – Liturgy for the whole 

University community (on Wednesday at 

University Church of the Holy Wisdom of 

God) 

 

Class 4: 15.00 – 16.20 

 

Class 5: 16.30 – 17.50 

 

Class 6: 18.10 – 19.30 
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Jan 28 – Feb 28 – Additional examinations for students 

of the 1st – 5th years of study and 6th year of study (only 

2 years MA programs) 

Feb 9 – Graduation ceremony ** 

University Holidays (classes are not in session on 

the following days): 

Sep 21 – Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

Sep 27 – Exaltation of the Precious and Life-creating 

Cross 

Oct 14  – Holy Protection of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary, Day of the Defender of Ukraine 

Dec 4 – The Entry of the Blessed Virgin Mary into the 

Temple 

Dec 22 – Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary 

Dec 25 – Christmas (according to the Gregorian 

Calendar) 

Jan 1 – New Year 

Jan 6 – Christmas Eve (according to the Julian Calendar) 

Jan 6–9 – Christmas (according to the Julian Calendar) 

Jan 14 – Circumcision of Our Lord Jesus Christ 

Jan 18-19 – Baptism of Our Lord Jesus Christ 

** the special program at UCU 

University Holidays (classes are not in session on the 

following days): 

Feb 15 – Presentation of Our Lord Jesus Christ in the 

Temple ** 

Apr 7 – Annunciation to the Blessed Virgin Mary 

Apr 25-30 – Easter break (for teachers and staff) 

Apr 28 – Easter 

Jun 6 – Ascension of Our Lord Jesus Christ 

Jun 16-17 – Descent of the Holy Spirit on the Apostles 

Jun 28 – The Constitution Day 

Jul 12 – Feast of Saints Peter and Paul 

Aug 19 – Transfiguration of Our Lord Jesus Christ 

Aug 24 – Independence Day 

Aug 29 – Dormition of the Mother of God 

 

 

** the special program at UCU 
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UCU ELECTIVE COURCES * 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Entrepreneurial Mindset Fall, 

Spring 

3 BA, 

MA 

Entrepreneurial Mindset is designed for students preferably with some 

extracurricular experience in entrepreneurship or running any type projects. We 

will explore current issues in the startup world and challenges students may face 

in the workplace. One of the goals is to demystify entrepreneurship as activity, 

attitude and even skill. The abilities to “think like an entrepreneur” and “act like 

an innovator” are critical skills for success across industries and are proven tools 

to help distinguish you in the workplace and accelerate careers.  

This discussion-based class will ask students to think critically about topics such 

as: building and working on a team, the pros and cons of “startup culture,” and 

how to manage for innovation. Students are expected to participate actively in 

weekly discussions and openly reflect on their own career experiences and goals.  

The course Entrepreneurial Mindset is designed:  

• to help students develop the capacity to make sound decisions in 

conditions of uncertainty, which is what happens in business,  

• to encourage students to think creatively - move away from formulas,  

• to help them develop a tolerance for ambiguity  

• to make business skills les scary, create positive attitude towards 

business  

• to teach them to break down complex business problems into 

manageable topics  

• to teach them how to assess and evaluate risk, 
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• to help them learn how to work with others to solve problems, and to 

develop an aptitude for relationship building  

• to understand global changes and trends in entrepreneurship. 

 

1968: Moments of Change Spring 3 BA, 

MA 

The course considers 1968 as one of the critical moments in recent history when 

significant changes took place simultaneously in different spheres and in many 

parts of the world. The lectures and discussions will focus on mass protests, 

violence, and war, as well as economic, environmental, and artistic 

developments that were both local and universal in context. This course on the 

year 1968 is therefore intended to highlight and discuss some of the events and 

developments of this year, while also placing 1968 in the broader context of 

modern human history. The course encompasses numerous topics—the 

political and social history leading up to and including 1968; the contemporary 

developments in media and music; the multiple areas of war and protest; various 

environmental and technological engagements, racial conflicts and women’s 

rights. 

Students will be able to: 

• simultaneously examine the historical context and actual events and 

developments of 1968 in Europe, Americas, Asia, and Africa; 

• practice the critical analysis of historical sources; 

• assess the historical continuity of the political, economic, social and 

cultural processes that led to or triggered events in 1968 

• investigate the global integration of national and international 

developments and events. 

The course is a modified and localized version of the Interdisciplinary Project 

“1968: Moments of Change”, which is being implemented at the Penn State 

University College of Liberal Arts. With the permission of the copyright holder, 

a number of archival sources, audio, and video materials will be available to 

UCU students during the Autumn semester of the 2018-2019 academic year. 

 

British Medieval Drama: Biblical 

Narrative in Theatrical Performance 

Spring 3 BA, 

MA 

The course introduces to students the main stages of Christian drama in the 

British Isles during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, with literary and 
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critical analysis of particular anonymous plays, prominent playwrights and their 

contribution into the general development of European staging and playwriting. 

The course is divided into the periods of Early Medieval Drama (5-13 centuries), 

Late Medieval Drama (14-16 centuries), and Renaissance “Elizabethan drama” 

(1576-1642). Central attention is paid to the Mystery Cycle texts which, 

according to many prominent scholars (E.K. Chambers, W. Tydeman, R. 

Southern etc.), testify of the most visible theatrical phenomenon of British 

drama before Shakespeare, miracles and moralities. Recent tendencies in 

Shakespearean studies (Helen Cooper) reveal strong medieval tradition and 

biblical canvas present in Shakeapeare and his contemporaries. We shall seek 

them together in some of the most famous Elizabethan plays. 

The specific methodology of the course envisages active involvement of 

students in independent research projects pertaining various extra-literary 

aspects of early modern theatre in the British Isles which (in)directly impacted 

the formation of actual play-scripts: staging, actors’ life, types of theatres, 

patronage, religion, city life, cultural tendencies, primary text sources, etc. The 

lectures are accompanied with visual slides and videos of contemporary staging 

attempts, as well as reading of fragments from King James Bible. If successful, 

the course may inspire us to do some live stage production 

 

Splendour and Poverty of the Italian 

Renaissance 

Spring 3 BA, 

MA 

This course tracks the emergence and development of the historical, social and 

cultural phenomenon of the Italian Renaissance through the lens of progress, 

perfection, as well as shortcoming and omission. In class you will have an 

opportunity to deepen your knowledge of this amazing period of European 

history, to develop your abilities in critical thinking, textual analysis, and to 

improve your academic English. 

The course consists of seven topics dealing with different problems of the Italian 

society in the Renaissance. Each topic is divided into lecture and seminar. There 

are assigned readings for each topic (see general list below). The abstracts from 

the books will be posted on UCU Course Management System. 

During lectures we will listen and try to formulate questions. During seminars 

we will discuss assigned readings and look for answers to our questions.  
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FACULTY OF THEOLOGY AND PHYLOSOPY  

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Christology and Mariology Fall 4 BA Christology and Mariology course offers students of the Faculty of Philosophy 

and Theology fundamental elements and initial venues of interpretation of the 

Church’s teaching about Jesus Christ and Virgin Mary. The content of the course 

is construed in a systematic way rendering the growth of Church’s 

understanding of who Jesus was in the Christian theological tradition starting 

with Apostolic times and up to the contemporary interpretations.  

Our goal is to show not only the contours of the “portraits” of Jesus Christ and 

Virgin Mary in various theological and historical contexts, but also to answer 

the question of what and who is at the center of the dynamic dialogue between 

historical research and Church’s faith in Christ. Discussions about Virgin Mary 

are integrated within Christological debates, although specific topics will also 

be addressed independently in this course. 

 

Christian Perspectives on Issues of  

Wealth and Poverty, War and Peace, and 

Care of Environment 

 

Fall, 

Spring 

3 BA, 

MA 

This course is designed to introduce students to the body of doctrine developed 

by the Catholic Church on matters of social justice, involving issues of poverty 

and wealth, war and peace, and the environment. The course will also provide 

the context of views of other Christian traditions on the abovementioned topics 

by Orthodox and Protestant Churches. 

It will illustrate the existing dialogue between secular theories and practices 

with religious theories and practices. 

Finally, in this course students will learn about existing institutions, projects, 

social actions run by Christian organizations to implement main principles of 

http://theological.ucu.edu.ua/
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the Catholic Social Teaching into practical life. References will also be made to 

the specifically Ukrainian contexts. 

Patristic Eco-Theology Fall, 

Spring 

3 BA, 

MA 

Main objectives of this course are to learn about the genesis, development, and 

contemporary reception of patristic treatment of the nature and environment 

and to be able to explicate main concepts and practices patristic authors offered 

to their audiences. The course will discuss how patristic teaching on the 

environment is reshaping contemporary religious and philosophical traditions. 

The course will demonstrate how the decision-making is affected by the 

intellectual framework enriched by the patristic vision of the nature. 

 

Seminar The Greek-Catholic Churches 

under the totalitarian regimes 

Spring 3 BA The course examines the history of the Greco Catholic Churches. We are going 

to focus on the definitions and special features of the totalitarianism, questions 

of religious freedom, human dignity, state persecutions and their mechanisms, 

and survival of believers under totalitarian regimes. The main focus will be given 

to the case of the Ukrainian Greco Catholic Church in the Soviet Union. Also 

the issue of liberation of Metropolitan Josyf Slipyi and religious dissident Yosyf 

Terelya from the Soviet Union will be addressed. For comparison we will look 

at the cases of the Greco Catholic Churches in Poland, Romania, 

Czechoslovakia, and Ukrainian diaspora in the USA, Canada and Western 

Europe, as well as persecutions of the Catholics and the believers of other 

religious denominations all over the world. 

 

Methodology of Teaching Theology Spring 3 MA The purpose of the course "Methodology of Teaching Theology" is to familiarize 

students of the Master's program with the main features of teaching theology. 

It aims to give an understanding of the sustainability of education in the 

historical context of the development of the Church. A particular attention will 

be paid to the general methodological knowledge required for young teachers 

in higher education and the ability to seek effective pedagogical skills and to 

introduce students to the latest teaching models. 
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FACULTY OF HUMANITIES 

HISTORY 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Women and Political Violence in the 

Twentieth Century (elective course)** 

Fall 4 BA, 

MA 

The course will discuss the ways women experience political violence by 

focusing on conflicts which took place over the last hundred years. The course 

will look at the active participation of women in regular armies and guerrilla 

movements, the role of women in the civilian war effort, the specificity of the 

experiences of female prisoners of war, women’s anti-war initiatives, and the 

impact of women’s participation in wars on their status in their societies. The 

course will focus on the territory of contemporary Ukraine, but the students will 

also be encouraged to read texts assessing other geographical and political 

contexts and engage in a comparative discussion. 

 

Eastern Europe since 1989: Post-

communist Transition and European 

Integration (elective course) 

Fall 4 BA, 

MA 

The course examines trajectories of development of East European countries 

that, in 1989-1991, overthrew communist dictatorship and opted for 

substantially different political, social, and economic directions. Students will 

be encouraged, in each case, to examine the appropriateness of various theories 

of democratic transition and to discover their own explanation for specific 

developments, investigating to what extent they are determined by the past 

experience of the country, its political culture and social capital and to what 

extent they are determined, here and now, by the people's will and their leaders' 

skill, comprehensive reforms, domestic actors and international assistance. 

Special attention will be paid to the role of European organizations, primarily of 

https://humaniora.ucu.edu.ua/en/
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the European Union, in promoting institutional changes in many but not all 

post-communist states. 

 

Pope Alexander III: The Art of Survival 

(elective course) 

Fall 4 BA, 

MA 

Pope Alexander’s III papacy (1159-81) launched one of the most important 

periods in the Middle Ages as it contributed on the large scale into the history 

not only of the Western medieval society, but to its major “player” – medieval 

Church.  Such topics as Pope Alexander as the jurist; as the policy maker in 

relation to Byzantium; his essential influence to the extension of the Church 

authority; the clash between spiritual and secular authority; the confrontation 

between Thomas Becket and Henry II, and, of course, the conflict with Frederick 

Barbarossa only partially depict range of questions that will be discussed during 

the classes. In the frame of the given class the Vita Alexandri (Boso) will be as 

well read and translated. Language prerequisites: English, Latin. Final task: 5-

page long essay on the chosen and publicly (within the class) discussed topic. 

 

The History Of Ideas Of European 

Culture (Elective course) 

Fall 3 MA The course objective is to familiarize students with the great ideas contained in 

the original works by the greatest thinkers and writers, whose works shaped the 

European Civilization, chronologically, beginning with ancient Greeks, and 

finishing with contemporary writers. The discussion will be centered around the 

idea of perfect social order and human happiness. 

Upon completion of the course, the students will be expected to improve their 

learning skills: reading, listening, speaking, logic, debate, coherence, analysis, 

synthesis. The students will be able to: discuss, reference and in varying 

measures understand the specific works studied; evaluate and synthesize ideas 

found across several readings by different authors; have a deeper understanding 

of the persisting questions of human existence through conversation with fellow 

students; have a more broadly-based liberal education; more easily consider 

alternative careers and career changes by being exposed to several disciplines; 

take part in the ongoing intellectual dialogue about the great ideas contained in 

the most influential books of European civilization, by which contemporary life 

is knowingly or unknowingly governed; and, hopefully, function more 

efficiently as members of a democratic society with independent judgment. 
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The course consists of three introductory lectures and 12 seminars which cover 

twelve topics dealing with different periods of European History. There are 

assigned readings for each topic – one original work from a specific period, and 

critical literature and commentary by contemporary authors. 

 

National Projects and Public Sphere in 

East European Borderlands:  

Ukraine, 1772-1939 

 

Fall 2 MA This course focuses on social, political and cultural transformations in the 

regions that once belonged to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, then in 

the late eighteenth century were incorporated into the Romanov and Habsburg 

monarchies, and nowadays constitute Ukraine. It shall help to go beyond either 

traditional linear nation-state-centered paradigm or reduction of borderlands 

to the peripheral zones framed by imperial centers.  Instead, the local agency 

and responses to the Austrian or Russian imperial policies, national inventions 

of tradition, and complicated trajectories of cultural transfers will be 

reconsidered. We will analyse the transformation of urban social space and of 

imperial institutions that made possible the emergence of public sphere and 

new milieus that generated several competing projects of nation-building 

through the long nineteenth century, with special attention to those social 

spaces that continued to exist „beyond nationalism”. Turning to the 20th 

century, we will re-examine the main concepts of ethnic conflicts and the 

contested attempts at national statehood after the World War I, as well as the 

transformation of public sphere and national projects in the new nationalizing 

states and under emerging Soviet totalitarian regime. In general, the course will 

explore the role of public sphere in the construction of modern collective 

identities in Ukraine still before the main waves of political violence by the Nazi 

and Soviet regimes during the World War II profoundly transformed the 

country. 

 

Christian Tradition  Spring 4 BA In this course we will consider the Christian tradition from theological, 

historical, and cultural perspectives. This discipline is aimed to teach students 

to understand Christianity in the context of historical and cultural 

transformations of contemporary postmodern epoch, its needs and values. It 

will pay special attention to the correlations of faith and reason, philosophy and 
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theology. We will look at the phenomenon of a spiritual life from Christian 

perspective. Ultimately, we will consider the breadth of Christianity both in 

term of its official tenets and its reality as a living, evolving tradition. The course 

is aimed to encourage students to nourish authentic spiritual life. 

 

Introduction to Historical Theory Spring 4 MA This course offers overview of concepts and methodologies to study divergent 

ways in which individuals and societies relate to their past. It will address 

philosophical and methodological issues connected with academic historical 

inquiry as well as moral and political issues characteristic of non-academic 

relations with the past. Thus, this course proposes an introduction to 

metahistorical problematics or second-order inquiries that seek to address such 

questions as what is history, what is history for, how individuals and societies 

relate to their pasts, and how they are formed by the past. This is an advanced-

level course, it focuses on cross-disciplinary themes and it explores them mostly 

through seminars. Students are expected to read assigned readings carefully and 

participate in the discussions. A 5-10 pages final essay in the format of book 

review is required. The grade will be composed of the following elements: 3 

response papers – 15%, 2 seminar presentations – 20%, participation in 

discussions – 30%, final essay – 35%. 

 

The Actual Problems Of The European 

History 

Spring  4 MA The purpose of this course is a critical discussion of the great social 

phenomenon, which is considered a central event in world history - the 

transition from the traditional (agrarian) to the modern (industrial) world. The 

main emphasis is placed on the students' understanding of the logic of the 

development of the humanities in general and of history in particular as 

changing paradigms. The goal of the course is to help students to integrate 

learning knowledge and information on contemporary historiographic 

discussions in their master's projects, both at the level of bibliography and at 

the level of research tasks. 

Introduction to Digital Humanities: 

Crowdsourcing and Social Media in 

Public History (elective course) 

Spring 4 BA, 

MA 

What does it mean to be a scholar in the field of humanities in the Digital Age? 

How has digital technology transformed scholarship and curatorship as such? 

How does digital technology impact the future of the past? How should scholars 
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in the field of humanities meet these new challenges? To explore these 

questions, this course offers an interdisciplinary introduction to digital 

technologies increasingly present in research and publication in the field of 

humanities and social sciences with the special focus on using crowdsourcing 

and social media when implementing public history projects, with a special 

focus on engaging the public in the design, conduct, and dissemination of 

research. Crowdsourcing – also known as citizen science – is becoming more 

and more common in the humanities as a tool for processing vast amounts of 

data. Members of the broader public have been involved into the collection, 

digitization, transcription, and description of heritage within crowdsourcing 

projects run by various cultural heritage organizations – galleries, libraries, 

archives, and museums (GLAM). However, it is more than just a framework for 

creating content. It allows to create a community of interested individuals who 

are ready to work towards a specific aim. Across industries, including the fields 

related to public history, social media is turning from a “nice to have” to a 

significant component of business strategy. Non-profit organizations 

increasingly recognize the power of social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, YouTube, and Flickr, in reaching and broadening their audience. 

Engaging the public with the help of these tools benefits both the audience and 

the organizations. The audience has easy access to the collections and 

knowledge and they can learn through direct engagement with the help of 

interactive, collaborative digital tools. For cultural organizations, social media 

is an efficient way to present their work and exhibits and to involve the audience 

into the formation and curation of the collections. 

Vienna at the Turn of the 19th and 20th 

Centuries: Art and Politics (elective 

course) 

Spring 4 BA, 

MA 

The course is based on the materials of the monument of the famous American 

historian Carl Emil Shorske "Fin-de-siècle Vienna: politics and culture" 

(published in 1961, subsequently repeatedly reprinted, translated into English: 

Shorske KE Viennese Fin-de-siècle: Politics and Culture - Lviv: VNTL-Classics, 

2003). 

The program involves students reading the fragments of the original text "Fin-

de-siècle Vienna ..." and discussing them at seminars. 
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PHILOLOGY 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Corpus Linguistics (elective course) 

 

Fall 3 BA The course covers the main concepts, methods, and practical developments in 

one of the most dynamic branches of modern linguistics. The course consists of 

two parts: 1) using corpora in linguistic research; 2) designing and building 

corpora. The course will consider major Western corpora (Brown Corpus, BNC, 

COCA, etc.) and Ukrainian corpora (KTUM, GRAC, and Brown Ukrainian 

Corpus). Students learn how to use AntConc software for working with corpora, 

perform searches in corpora using various parameters, and make use of 

frequency and combinatory data.  

 

Connotations And Concepts In The 
English Language (elective course) 

 

Fall 

Spring 

3 BA The offered course will engage students with the English language via the 

process of academic writing and understanding academic texts. By regularly 

exposing students to various examples of academic writing, it is this course's 

intent to familiarize them with the structure and form which quality academic 

writing takes. By is a method of getting students to engage the objective 

processes of academic writing as a means of expressing their ideas, especially 

diction as a means of being both concise and thorough. 

 

Computational Linguistics: 

Morphological Analysis (elective course) 

 

Spring 3 BA The course focuses on a major stage of automated text processing—

morphological analysis. The course deals with approaches to the morphological 

analysis of analytical languages (such as English) and inflectional languages 

(such as Ukrainian). Topics covered include: tokenization, lemmatization, 

stemming, POS tagging, tag sets, types and tokens, spellchecking, error 

correction, finite-state automata, n-grams, probabilistic approaches, etc. 

Various algorithms are analyzed. Practical implementation is done in the 

Python programming language.  
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Computational Linguistics: Algorithms of 

Syntactic Analysis (elective course) 

 

Spring 3 BA The course deals with various aspects of syntactic analysis of texts. It is focused 

on phrase-structure grammars and dependency grammars. Topics covered 

include: various types of grammars and their elements, trees and treebanks, top-

down and bottom-up strategies, algorithms of syntactic analysis, probabilistic 

parsing, etc. Python is used for practical implementation.  

 

CULTURAL STUDIES 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Introduction to Visual Studies Fall 3 BA This course is an introduction to the key issues of the field of visual culture, 

looking at the social role of images and visuality. It familiarizes students with 

some aspects of visual culture (theory and concepts in contemporary culture) 

with particular attention to the relations between local and the global. This 

course will introduce imperative themes of visual culture ranging from history 

of modern forms of visuality or the history of visual technologies to concepts of 

spectacle, image collections and the relationship of images to memory. We will 

examine how images circulate through media and viral networks, ‘look closer’ 

to the cross-fertilization of images between various social fields (art, advertising, 

popular culture, comic books, news, science, entertainment media, video 

games, architecture, and design). We will also strive to examine the visual 

culture of Lviv in our discussion and assignments, in order to better read the 

visual images and visuality we live in. 

Students are required to attend all classes, complete the readings for each class 

session, and complete all assignments. Miss more than 4 classes without a 

reasonable excuse, and the grade will be lowered. 

 

History of Ideas and Cultural Practices Spring 5 BA The course is designed to lay out a picture of seemingly separate epochs 

assembling a “zodiac” and changing one another. How we, the people become 

bearers of these ideas and also about social and cultural contexts, in which we 

try to implement these ideas. The objective of this course is to give students a 
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skill of (for)seeing fruitfulness, sustainability or, sometimes, a menace within 

ideas which are oftentimes leading in the minds of contemporaries. 

 

Aesthetic Dimensions of Culture Spring 4 BA How do different cultures imagine their beauty and their ugliness, the sublime 

and the heroic, harmony and chaos? All the beautiful is good. In the first course 

block we will talk about ancient Greek notion of kalokagathea and its 

contemporary implications as well as . We will also look at social and discursive 

construction of beauty in popular culture and its consequences on the level of 

mass tastes, individual bodies and performative practices. The course objective 

is to make students refined and flexible viewers, listeners, spectators, teach 

them appreciate, talk and converse about proper experience and arts in general. 
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FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 

LAW SCHOOL 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Legal English and Writing Fall 3 MA The purpose of this course is to get students acquainted with the typical legal 

terms in the jurisprudence of the English-speaking countries, formats of the 

main legal documents and their excerpts and to extend terminological 

vocabulary of the master-degree students. As a result of this course students will 

be able to: a) analyse documentation in English in order to distinguish legal 

positions;  

b) use English for resolving substantive and procedural legal matters, which 

arise during the comprehension of new material; c) participate in the 

professional discussion using appropriate language formulas and generate their 

own sentences based on the learned samples. The following topics constitute 

the core of this course: “Company Law”, “Criminal Law”, “Commercial Law”, 

“Real Property Law”, “Litigation and Arbitration” etc. 

 

Human Rights Advocacy Fall 3 MA This course is designed to expose students to modern methods of human rights 

advocacy with a focus on the practical skills necessary to be a human rights 

advocate. The topics that will be focused on include written and oral advocacy, 

negotiation, lobbying, public advocacy and engagement. Course Goal: Introduce 

students to the methods and skills needed to be human rights advocates. 

Objectives: (a) Students will understand what is human rights advocacy; (b) 

students will understand more about a selection of methods of human rights 

advocacy including public advocacy, lobbying, negotiation and oral and written 

advocacy; (c) student will evaluate and develop a plan to improve their 

https://fss.ucu.edu.ua/
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negotiation, oral and written advocacy skills; (d) students ability to think 

critically in human rights will be enhanced. 

 

Alternative Dispute Resolution (elective 

course) 

Fall 3 MA This course is designed in such a way that students who have successfully 

completed all   requirements will:  (1) Understand the importance of their 

personal impact on the conflict management process - in terms of basic 

assumptions held about the nature of conflict, their values, cognitive and 

practical skills and experience - as well as the general impact of individual 

conflict partners' and third parties' personal beliefs and ethics on all conflict 

phases. (2) Use a precise and differentiated terminology that is based on a clear 

definition of conflict and accurately reflects conflict realities. They are able to 

distinguish between conflict potential, conflict causes, conflict latency, and 

conflict manifestations as symptoms of underlying perceived incompatibilities, 

between escalation dynamics and the use of non-violence or violence as 

opposite methods of conflict intervention. (3) Apply selected concepts, 

principles and theories from the social sciences and medicine as conceptual 

tools towards comprehensive and contextual Analysis and Diagnosis, with an 

initial focus on the mini-building blocks of conflict, the personal dimension in 

conflict configurations. (4) Recognize the need for a 360-degree view of a 

conflict arena and will proceed from data gathering in the Analysis phase to data 

evaluation in the Diagnosis phase. They will integrate a complex body of 

information connected with the personal, organizational and ideological 

dimensions inherent in any type of complex conflict. 

 

Methodology of Legal Research 

(intensive course - November- December 

2018) 

Fall 3 MA «Methodology of legal research» is a course aimed at elaboration of the key skills 

and expertise of planning, scheduling, and carrying out of a legal research. 

Notion of legal research is broad and includes elements of both practical and 

scientific methodology. The scope of this course covers mainly the methodology 

of practical research, including the methods of source investigation, preparation 

of research memoranda, building up convincing legal argumentation based on 

argumentative strategies. A separate part of the course is devoted to the issues 

of legal writing. The course also includes an inquiry to the basic research 

strategies in the field of law (positivism, natural law, sociological jurisprudence, 
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critical legal studies), as well to elaboration and verification of the research 

hypotheses. 

 

International Conflict and Security Law  

(intensive course – January-February 

2019) 

Spring 3 MA The course deals, on the one hand, with the prohibition of the use of force in 

international relations (Article 2(4) of the UN Charter) and lawful exceptions 

from this prohibition, and, on the other hand, with the international law of 

armed conflict (ILAC). In the first part, States’ inherent right to individual and 

collective self-defence, the UN collective security regime, peacekeeping and 

peace-enforcement, “humanitarian intervention”, the Responsibility to Protect, 

and other relevant legal regimes are dealt with. The second part of the course is 

devoted to the legal regulation of the conduct of hostilities and the protection 

of victims of international and non-international armed conflicts. In the 

concluding part of the course, students will consider some current challenges 

to international peace and security, as well as some ongoing armed conflicts, 

from the perspective of applicable international law. Upon successful 

completion of the course, students will (a) acquire knowledge of the concepts 

and institutions of International Conflict and Security Law for further 

specialisation and study in preparation for their future careers, whether in the 

legal profession, or in academic or other areas of employment; (b) develop their 

understanding of the relevance of certain concepts in the theory, doctrine, 

method and goals of International Conflict and Security Law, (c) develop their 

understanding of a number of conceptual devices; (d) familiarise themselves 

with the literature and legal sources associated with International Conflict and 

Security Law, ect. 

 

Comparative Civil Rights (elective 

course) 

Spring 3 MA The course involves analysis of several constitutional rights in the context of 

foreign legal systems, in particular, through the prism of the principle of 

equality. The major topics include the evolution of the principle of equality and 

its embodiment in the legislation of various states, which requires formulation 

of the definitions, procedures and standards with respect to the way in which 

the principle of equality is guaranteed. It is this context in which the right to 

education, right to labor, right to freedom of speech, right to freedom of religion 

and other rights in the EU and the US will be analyzed. Students will know 

mechanisms of realization and guarantees of adherence to several constitutional 
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rights through learning of the relevant foreign and international cases, national 

legislation of certain states and international law. The following topics 

constitute the core of this course: “The idea and notion of equality in law”, 

“Right to labor and discrimination in the EU”, “Racial and religious 

discrimination”. 

 

Human Rights & Environment (elective 

course) 

Spring 3 MA Human rights and the environmental protection have clear linkages as modern 

legal concepts. Sustainable development goals are in fact based on the principle 

that human beings are at the center of concerns for sustainable development.  

Scarcity of resources, lack of access to clean water, global environmental 

challenges have direct effect on political agenda of present and coming 

governments all over the world. The link between the environment and human 

rights evolved into various legal doctrines and approaches, in particular paving 

a way for recognition of environmental rights. Yet, even basic human rights may 

be affected by environmental pollution. Concepts of a right to healthy 

environment, procedural environmental rights, environmental dimension of 

the case law of the European Court of Human Rights and the Court of Justice of 

the European Union, as well Ukraine’s context lie at the heart of this course. The 

course also features legal workshop to develop strong practical skills in using 

these concepts in practice. 

 

International Criminal Law (elective 

course) 

Spring 3 MA This course is focused on the “core-crimes” within the framework of 

international criminal law (ICL). In particular it discusses the legal elements of 

war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. In the course students will 

explore the history and evolution of international criminal justice, with 

particular emphasis placed on the trials at Nuremberg and Tokyo post-World 

War II, and the proliferation of international criminal jurisdiction from 1993 to 

the present. We will also discuss some of the jurisdictional issues with respect 

to the major fora in which international criminal legal norms are adjudicated: 

international tribunals, hybrid tribunals, and domestic courts. The main sources 

for the course are international law, including International Treaties, 

Conventions, Statutes, and the jurisprudence of international courts and 

tribunals (case law). 
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International Trade And Human Rights 

(elective course) 

Spring 3 MA The course explores the role of international trade agreements (such as World 

Trade Organization agreements and regional trade agreements), as well as the 

interaction and impact of such international treaties on human rights. The 

course discusses issues of relevance to Ukraine, namely trade disputes with 

Russia in the WTO, the application of trade sanctions, and global challenges, 

such as ensuring the labour rights and the right to health in developing 

countries. During the course students will also improve their writing skills of 

legal memoranda and essays. 

This academic discipline covers the following topics: historical roots and 

conditions of the WTO establishment, its organizational structure, WTO 

agreements and their annexes; the characterization of the WTO dispute 

settlement procedure; peculiarities of the interpretation and application of  

WTO agreements by the Dispute Settlement Body (taking into account the 

provisions of international human rights treaties), the relationship between 

WTO law and public international law; place and role of general exceptions, as 

well as security exceptions in the WTO agreements and their use for ensuring 

human rights, the legitimacy of the application of unilateral trade sanctions in 

armed conflicts; the impact of the TRIPS Agreement on the public health, 

especially in developing countries; the impact of the WTO-related agreements 

on labour rights, as well as the right to food security; implementation of 

international treaties in Ukraine and its peculiarities concerning 

implementation of international trade agreements; Ukraine's experience in the 

WTO dispute settlement procedure. 

The course consists of is 30 academic hours, which are conducted in English in 

the form of lectures and practical classes. 

 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The History Of Ideas Fall 3 MA The course objective is to familiarize students with the great ideas contained in 

the original works by the greatest thinkers and writers, whose works shaped the 

European Civilization, chronologically, beginning with ancient Greeks, and 
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finishing with contemporary writers. The discussion will be centered around the 

idea of perfect social order and human happiness. 

Upon completion of the course, the students will be expected to improve their 

learning skills: reading, listening, speaking, logic, debate, coherence, analysis, 

synthesis. The students will be able to: discuss, reference and in varying 

measures understand the specific works studied; evaluate and synthesize ideas 

found across several readings by different authors; have a deeper understanding 

of the persisting questions of human existence through conversation with fellow 

students; have a more broadly-based liberal education; more easily consider 

alternative careers and career changes by being exposed to several disciplines; 

take part in the ongoing intellectual dialogue about the great ideas contained in 

the most influential books of European civilization, by which contemporary life 

is knowingly or unknowingly governed; and, hopefully, function more 

efficiently as members of a democratic society with independent judgment. 

The course consists of three introductory lectures and 12 seminars which cover 

twelve topics dealing with different periods of European History. There are 

assigned readings for each topic – one original work from a specific period, and 

critical literature and commentary by contemporary authors. 

 

World Media Systems (elective) Fall 3 MA This course includes an analysis of the media systems of different countries and 

regions. Our studying process begins with the conceptualization of the logic of 

the media systems evolution. At this level, we will explore political doctrines 

and ideas that are the sources of the media evolution. We will be talking about 

seminal work „The Four Theories of the Press" and political doctrines of 

Liberalism, Fascism, Communism and Social Democracy that are the 

frameworks of the normative press theories. The second part of the class 

includes methodology of the media system analysis. We will be studying special 

methods, tools, and vocabulary that would be useful in the analytical work. The 

third part includes case studies of the different media systems. The key work at 

this level is a prominent book "Comparing Media Systems: Three Models of 

Media and Politics” by Daniel C. Hallin and Paolo Mancini. The course consists 

of interactive lectures and seminars. The evaluation will be based on the general 

activity, and final task is the analysis of the media system of Ukraine. 
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Advertising Communications Spring 3 MA There are a lot of situations in life when you share your feelings with people 

after you have finished an interesting book or film. Usually, you would 

recommend these products to your friends. In this way, you create an 

advertising message. There will be a time when people will say to others about 

your articles and films: you should read this journalist. He is an impressive 

author. But before this time comes, it is useful to know how to promote your 

creativity and work. During this course, you will learn how to plan and elaborate 

an advertising project; what are the main differences between advertising and 

PR. You will find out what is a creative thought in an advertising campaign and 

what are the main elements of the advertising message. By the end of the course, 

you will create your own advertising product (video, audio or visual). 

 

Church And Social Communication Spring 3 MA During this course students will be familiarized with the main approaches of the 

Catholic Church to the media-oriented world. We will concentrate on the 

fundamental documents on such a topic as the "Inter Mirifica" or "Communio 

et Progressio." We will also analyze the "mass media theology." One of the most 

important topics is media strategies of the Ukrainian media in a context of 

modern religion. This course is an interesting combination of the traditional 

theological topics analyzed through the media-logic. 

 

Christian Spirituality Spring 3 MA The course on Christian spirituality is based upon the main questions of the 

interaction between the modern world trends and the Christians within these 

trends.We will explore the set of beliefs and its evolution from the Modern Era 

to the Postmodern Era. We will also concentrate on the main issues, threats and 

challenges for the Christians in our days: birth, death, secularization spirituality 

etc. The course consists of 12 lectures and 3 seminars.   

 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The History Of Ideas Fall 3 MA The course objective is to familiarize students with the great ideas contained in 

the original works by the greatest thinkers and writers, whose works shaped the 
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European Civilization, chronologically, beginning with ancient Greeks, and 

finishing with contemporary writers. The discussion will be centered around the 

idea of perfect social order and human happiness. 

Upon completion of the course, the students will be expected to improve their 

learning skills: reading, listening, speaking, logic, debate, coherence, analysis, 

synthesis. The students will be able to: discuss, reference and in varying 

measures understand the specific works studied; evaluate and synthesize ideas 

found across several readings by different authors; have a deeper understanding 

of the persisting questions of human existence through conversation with fellow 

students; have a more broadly-based liberal education; more easily consider 

alternative careers and career changes by being exposed to several disciplines; 

take part in the ongoing intellectual dialogue about the great ideas contained in 

the most influential books of European civilization, by which contemporary life 

is knowingly or unknowingly governed; and, hopefully, function more 

efficiently as members of a democratic society with independent judgment. 

The course consists of three introductory lectures and 12 seminars which cover 

twelve topics dealing with different periods of European History. There are 

assigned readings for each topic – one original work from a specific period, and 

critical literature and commentary by contemporary authors. 

 

Political Communications Spring 4 MA In the conditions of evolution of informational society, the process of 

medialization of politics becomes extremely important. The development of 

modern imagery and electoral techniques, PR-technologies and information 

wars, – all these processes take place in the framework of mass media, 

transforming it into a crucial political sphere. These phenomena become 

especially important in modern Ukraine, which is at war with Russia. 

Information front is one of main fronts in this war. Therefore, the issue of 

development of science about political communications, which embraces 

different spheres of interactions between politics and media and analyzes its 

features as media phenomenon, becomes extremely important. The course 

“Political Communications” is taught at the master’s program in media and 

communication sciences. It embraces four modules: 1. Political 

Communications as a science; 2. Symbolic dimension of Political 

Communications; 3. Technologies of Political Communications; 4. Political 
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Communication in the globalized World. The task of these modules is to give 

the students both theoretical knowledge and practical experience in this sphere, 

as well as to study some recent trends in this development. The total extent of 

the discipline consists of four credits (120 hours), which combine all types of 

educational activities of students: lectures (18 hours), practical classes (12 

hours), independent work (90 hours). On lectures and seminar classes the 

following topics are studied: The subject of political communications; Politics, 

democracy and media; The language of political communication; Aesthetic and 

visual dimension of politics; Political advertisement and PR; Political image: 

technologies of formation through mass media; Information wars: theory and 

practice in the context of Russian-Ukrainian war; Social media and politics. In 

result of the course the student should know the basic concepts and approaches 

to politico-communicative structure of society and relationship between 

politics and the media, be able to critically analyze political information in the 

media, identify the hidden interests of political actors, distinguish between the 

basic methods of political manipulation, and understand general strategies of 

formation of political image in the media. 

 

Rhetoric of Conflict in Media Spring 3 MA The media directly or indirectly contribute to conflict escalation, they have a 

tendency to focus the violent events. Every conflict is fought on two 

battlegrounds: one, the actual battlefield and two - the minds of the people. 

Every day we face conflict in the various media: news, film, television, music, 

advertising, cartoons, and social media. We see rhetorical arguments in a battle 

of tweets and Facebook comments. These different forms of conflict shape our 

lives. During this course we will try to critically analyze the rhetoric of conflict 

in media. We will identify how rhetoric works in our media-driven society, go 

through cases of rhetoric of conflict and the choices and ethical responsibilities 

involved in creating a rhetorical argument. 

During the course, both assigned texts and written assignments will take a 

variety of forms. Emphasizing that rhetoric is formed in a variety of media, we 

will discuss how genre and medium inform the way an argument is made and 

how the form of a text influences the construction of its rhetoric. In addition, 

written assignments for this course will take different forms ranging from blog 

posts and tweets to more traditional research papers. 
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Media in International Communication 

(elective course) 

Spring 4 MA This course is designed to familiarize students of media and communications 

studies with a historical, theoretical and practical approach to international 

communication. The course also examines the theories and problems related to 

the international function of the news media and the entertainment industry. 

During this course we will talk about mass media, international audiences, 

global media marketplace, as well as cross-cultural political and ethical issues. 

This will include patterns of international news flow, development 

communication, comparative media systems, political propaganda, the impact 

of international advertising, etc. 

Also, we will cover topics connected with media and globalization processes, 

including international information flows, global media systems, and the role of 

culture and communication in globalization. 

 

We will have case studies of international communication issues for a better 

understanding of how the global media and international communication shape 

global politics. With the help of comprehensive readers and videos, the course 

addresses the main political, economic, social and cultural topics intersecting 

the debate around the emerging global communication system. 

 

SOCIOLOGY 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Urban Sociology Fall 3 BA The course will touch upon some of the main theoretical and methodological 

approaches developed in social science towards the understanding of the 

urbanisation, urban space and social issues in the contemporary cities. The 

theoretical part of the course will include works from the field of sociology, as 

well as human geography, urban political studies and cultural studies, as these 

disciplines focused much on urban in recent decades. To embed the theoretical 

understanding in practical examples students will be introduced to research on 

the urban restructuring in Central Eastern Europe and Former Soviet Union. 

The discussions of the course will delve into such topics as inequality and socio-
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spatial polarization in urban space, urban growth and its driving forces, right to 

the city, urban politics and social welfare policies. Special focus will be made on 

housing as one of crucial spheres of urban studies. As a part of the course 

students will learn how to design research on very practical urban issues and 

use the city as a research field. 

Upon successful completion of the course, the students are expected to improve 

their skills in analysing and discussing different theoretical and methodological 

approaches to urban issues. Apart from this, the skills in empirical research on 

social issues in urban environment, especially in post-socialist urban 

environment, will be trained.  

The course consists of 3 introductory lectures and 12 seminars each devoted to 

piece of urban social theory or to a specific topic concerning field of urban 

sociology, as post-socialist urban transformation, urban growth, public space, 

housing, spatial exclusion, etc. 

 

Experimental Methods In Sociology Spring 3 BA Course Experimental Methods in Sociology is aimed to present one of the most 

neglected in Ukrainian sociological research practice methods–experiments. 

This discipline divides into three main modules: 1) Experimental designs, 2) 

Quasi-experimental designs, and 3) biases and fallacies in using experimental 

methods.  

First two modules present main designs and different statistical approaches to 

collect and analyze data lying behind them. Third module will help students to 

understand main fallacies in using experimental methods, but also will present 

most effective ways to avoid most common biases in experimental research. 

Course is more practical, so it covers mostly material in methodology of 

organizing experimental research, with less accent on statistical methods of 

experimental data analysis. 

Course goal is to teach students main principles of experimentations, 

advantages and limitations of different experimental and quasi-experimental 

designs, elaborate skills in conducting their own experiments. Course objectives 

of Experimental Methods in Sociology are to teach students 

1) understanding differences between causation, correlation and confounds 
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2) applying general principles of experimentation 

3) designing experiment, avoiding main threats to its external, internal, 

construct and statistical conclusion validity. 

Upon completion of course students will know differences between concepts of 

correlation, causation and confounds, main types of experiment validity – 

internal, external, construct, and statistical conclusion, main principles of 

experimentation, experimental designs, their advantages and limitations,quasi-

experimental designs, their advantages and limitations, main sources of biases 

and fallacies in experimentation. Also, students would have basic skills of 

conducting experiment; controlling threats to experiments internal, external, 

construct, and statistical conclusion; controlling experimenter effects. 

 

Fundamentals Of Fundraising (elective) Spring 3 BA The course is designed for students of sociology program as a core intellectual 

formation component. The course offers an opportunity to learn about 

fundraising skills and techniques as well as the culture of philanthropy more 

broadly. The acquired knowledge will help students not only to discern social 

problems but to address them through fundraising activities of 

nongovernmental organizations. 

The course objective is to explain the culture of philanthropy and name key 

reasons people give, to provide students with the knowledge on the 

management and direct fundraising skills that will enable them to successfully 

acquire the resources needed to realize the mission of an organization.   

Upon completion of the course, the students will know: 

• the fundamental principles of successful fundraising practice; 

•how to research, approach and secure foundation support; 

•how to write project proposals and solicitation letters; 

•how to implement fundraising methods; 

• how to build a development plan. 

This course is a 3-credit course which means that in addition to the scheduled 

lectures (14 hours), students are expected to take part in workshops (16 hours) 

and to do 60 hours of course-related work during the semester (90 hours in 

total). This includes things like: participating in class discussions, completing 
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assigned readings, preparing written assignments and other tasks to earn credit 

in the course. 

 

Social Doctrine of the Church (elective) Spring 3 BA The course will explore the tradition of the Church’s social teaching in its 

theoretical and lived forms. The acquired knowledge will help students to 

reconcile their faith, including the explicit principles of the Church’s social 

teaching with different choices they make in everyday life. The course objective 

is to provide students with a generalized and systematic overview of the social 

doctrine of the Church, to familiarize them with the most important documents 

and their historical context, to develop the ability of students to critically 

analyze social issues in terms of the principles and values of the social doctrine 

of the Church. After finishing the course students will know: 

• the principles and values of the social doctrine of the Church; 

• the basic rights and duties of the person as the highest spiritual value; 

• the “personalist principle” in the teachings of Pope John Paul II; 

• the main documents of the Church's teaching about the principles of social, 

political and economic life; 

• the main features of the social doctrine of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic 

Church. 

This course is a 3-credit course which means that in addition to the scheduled 

lectures (14 hours), students are expected to take part in workshops (16 hours) 

and to do 60 hours of course-related work during the semester (90 hours in 

total). This includes things like: participating in class discussions, completing 

assigned readings, preparing written assignments and other tasks to earn credit 

in the course. 

 

Sociology of Medicine Fall 3 BA The purpose of the course is overview of the basic theories and concepts of 

Sociology of Medicine as well as empirical research dealing with social issues of 

health outcomes; the changing social concepts of health and illness; medicine 

as a social institution; social aspects of health profession; social determinant of 

health; relation between health-status and various types of social status, 

including gender, socioeconomic status, age, education, occupation and others; 
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sociological perspectives of health, illness, and health care system. 

By the end of the course, it is expected that students will be able: to understand 

basic theories and concepts of Sociology of Medicine; 

to understand how socio-demographic factors influence person health and 

his/her access to health care system resources; 

to investigate the social contexts of health, illness and medicine; 

to learn about social aspects of health profession as well as changing 

relationships between doctor and patient; 

to investigate current problems of health care system and proses of reform in 

Ukraine; 

to write essay to advance the understanding of a selected topic area; 

to analyze the empirical research dealing with social issues of health outcomes; 

to develop individual critical thinking, analytical, reading and writing skills 

dealt with sociological perspectives in health, illness and medicine. 

 

ETHICS. POLITICS. ECONOMICS 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Macroeconomics Fall 4 BA Course of macroeconomics is dedicated to classical macroeconomic theory, 

which describes the economy in the long- run. Recognized is the fact that 

macroeconomic phenomena reflect the success or failure of any country. The 

degree of development of the country depends on the efficiency of the 

functioning of its economic system. The state can influence economic indicators 

through various types of economic policies, as well as instruments of indirect 

influence on the economy. That is why our goal is to understand basic 

macroeconomic theories, market mechanisms and mechanisms of 

macroeconomic policy in relation to the regulation of the economy, the ability 

to analyze the results of the functioning of the national economy and evaluate 

the effectiveness of economic policy of the state. In general, this course is 

designed to mix basic economics theory with useful knowledge regarding how 

the actual economy works. 
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Development Economics Spring 4 BA The course provides with the basic understanding of economic development 

and general knowledge of the strategies that a state might pursue in order to 

achieve it. Topics covered include development theories, economic growth, 

poverty and inequality, environmental economics, domestic and international 

development policy and others. The course aims to address the main concepts 

of modern macroeconomics when it comes to development and teaches 

students how to approach a country analysis in terms of its development state 

and potential. The aims are: to understand why some countries are so much 

poorer than the others and what can be done about it; to be able to identify the 

economic problems facing developing countries. 
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FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES 

PSYCHOLOGY  

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Social Psychology Fall 6 BA The main aim of course “Social psychology” is to make students become more 

familiar with social processes in psychological perspective. After this course 

students are supposed to become more aware with such topics: methodology of 

social psychology, socialization, basics of personal social and psychological 

issues, self-concept, values, and motivation.  

Current course is important for students to understand social processes in 

psychological perspective. It will prepare them to accomplish wide and dip 

psychological interpretation of social processes. 

 

СLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHODYNAMIC THERAPY 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Psychological Theories Fall 3 MA Course “Psychological Theories” is orientated on master students who are going 

to become clinical psychologists with Psychodynamic psychotherapy basics.  

Participators of currant course will learn basics of psychodynamic theories of 

personality. The main theory which course will present is Psychoanalytic theory 

of S. Freud where students will have opportunity to learn more about conscious 

and unconscious, Id, ego, super-ego, stages of psychosexual development and 

defensive mechanism of psyche. 

https://health.ucu.edu.ua/
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Second theory of personality, which will be presented in the course, is Analytical 

psychology of C.G.Jung. In this course, students will learn basics of collective 

unconscious, archetypes, extraversion and introversion, complexes and main 

therapeutic methods. In this course, students will learn about theories of 

personality of A. Adler, K. Horney, E. Fromm. 

 

Research Methods in Clinical Psychology 

and Psychotherapy 

Spring 6 MA Course “Research Methods in Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy” contain 

3 units. The first one is orientated to familiarize students with basics of scientific 

psychological research and made students to find out how to use qualitative and 

quantitative scientific methodology in practice. The second is orientated to find 

them out how to use and to test in psychological diagnostics and how to 

elaborate valid test in psychology. And third on is statistic block is about 

mathematical interpretation of research data. 

 

Approaches To Family Psychotherapy Spring 3 MA Course “Approaches to family psychotherapy” will familiarize students with 

main approaches to family psychotherapy and family consulting, such as:  

structural therapy, strategic therapy, systemic therapy, narrative therapy, 

transgenerational therapy, communication therapy, psychoeducation, 

relationship counseling. Besides theoretical basics of approaches to family 

psychotherapy students will try different psychotherapeutic techniques how to 

work with families and couples. 

 

SOCIAL WORK 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Socio-Рedagogical Correction and 

Rehabilitation 

Fall 3 BA The urgency of the topic of social pedagogical correction and rehabilitation 

stems from the current humanitarian situation in Ukraine. The social 

significance of the problem of correction and rehabilitation of vulnerable 

segments of the population depends on a large number of such people in 

modern society. In this regard, it is important to study advanced international 

practices and progressive experience in the field of social pedagogical correction 
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of dysfunctional patterns of social interaction and modern approaches in the 

rehabilitation of socially vulnerable groups of the population.  

    The purpose of the course "Socio-pedagogical correction and rehabilitation" 

is to familiarize students with nature and tools for influencing the impaired 

social interaction associated with a number of reasons: special needs of mental 

and physical development, dysfunctional social environment, abuse of 

psychoactive substances, psycho-traumatic situations associated with natural 

and humanitarian causes - natural disasters, war, terrorism, etc. 

 Objectives of the discipline: 

1. To highlight the essence and main causes of impaired social interaction. 

2. Familiarize students with the main tools of influence on impaired social 

interaction 

3. To highlight the social significance of the main humanitarian problems.  

4. To highlight the peculiarities of Ukrainian specificity of social correction and 

rehabilitation.  

5. To consider possibilities of implementation of the best international practices 

in the context of the process of social pedagogical correction and rehabilitation 

in Ukraine. 
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FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCES 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Probability Theory And Mathematical 

Statistics 

Fall 5 BA Probability and statistics has become the basis for data science with its 

numerous applied techniques. Our aim within this course is to provide students 

with a good understanding of the main concepts and methods of probability 

and statistics and to help them to develop probabilistic and statistical thinking. 

We will discuss the basic notions of probability (sample space and events, 

axioms of probability, independence and conditioning; discrete and continuous 

random variables and their distributions; expectations, variance and other 

characteristics, limiting theorems) and statistics (samples, descriptive statistics, 

parameter estimation, hypothesis testing and regression) that are necessary for 

understanding the main techniques of data science.  

 

Artificial Intelligence Fall 5 BA In a past few years, Artificial Intelligence is used in an increasing number of 

projects and products, so it is essential for a Computer Science professional to 

understand what AI is and what kinds of problems it can solve. In this class, a 

student will learn about the most important topics in the field of AI such as 

machine learning, search, constraint satisfaction problem, Markov decision 

process, game playing, logic, computer vision, natural language processing and 

robotics. After this class, the students will be able to implement basic AI 

algorithms from scratch as well as use high-level tools for sophisticated AI 

problems and will understand if they want to get deeply into any area of AI and 

make AI their career path. 

 

https://apps.ucu.edu.ua/
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Social Entrepreneurship Spring 3 BA The course objective is to build a bridge between the IT professionals and the 

social business. Students are working on the social projects for partner 

organizations during the course. The main goal is to run a business analysis of 

the partner organization in order to improve their business processes. The 

course has the following learning outcomes: identify the features of social 

entrepreneurship from the point of view of an organization and as a person's 

activity; apply the business model canvas (or the lean canvas) to the social 

project; social impact analysis using measurement tools; develop a solution 

within the social project. 

 

Linear Algebra Spring 5 BA Linear algebra is definitely a must course for computer science majors. Our aim 

within this course is to provide students with good understanding of the main 

concepts and methods of linear algebra and to help them develop the ability to 

solve problems using linear algebra.  

We will cover the standard basic notions (systems of linear equations; matrices 

and matrix algebra; linear vector spaces and subspaces, bases and linear 

transformations; inner products and orthogonality; eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors, matrix factorization) as well as illustrate their application in 

geometry, optimization, difference/differential equations, computer graphics 

etc. 

     

IT&BUSINESS ANALYTICS 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Probability Theory And Mathematical 

Statistics 

Fall 5 BA Probability and statistics has become the basis for data science with its 

numerous applied techniques. Our aim within this course is to provide students 

with a good understanding of the main concepts and methods of probability 

and statistics and to help them to develop probabilistic and statistical thinking. 

We will discuss the basic notions of probability (sample space and events, 

axioms of probability, independence and conditioning; discrete and continuous 

random variables and their distributions; expectations, variance and other 
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characteristics, limiting theorems) and statistics (samples, descriptive statistics, 

parameter estimation, hypothesis testing and regression) that are necessary for 

understanding the main techniques of data science. 

 

Linear Algebra Spring  5 BA Linear algebra is definitely a must course for computer science majors. Our aim 

within this course is to provide students with good understanding of the main 

concepts and methods of linear algebra and to help them develop the ability to 

solve problems using linear algebra.  

We will cover the standard basic notions (systems of linear equations; matrices 

and matrix algebra; linear vector spaces and subspaces, bases and linear 

transformations; inner products and orthogonality; eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors, matrix factorization) as well as illustrate their application in 

geometry, optimization, difference/differential equations, computer graphics 

etc. 

 

Social Entrepreneurship Spring 3 BA The course objective is to build a bridge between the IT professionals and the 

social business. Students are working on the social projects for partner 

organizations during the course. The main goal is to run a business analysis of 

the partner organization in order to improve their business processes. The 

course has the following learning outcomes: identify the features of social 

entrepreneurship from the point of view of an organization and as a person's 

activity; apply the business model canvas (or the lean canvas) to the social 

project; social impact analysis using measurement tools; develop a solution 

within the social project. 

 

DATA SCIENCE
**

 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Linear Algebra Fall 4 MA Linear algebra is definitely a must course for computer science majors. Our aim 

within this course is to overview the main techniques and methods of linear 

algebra that are widely used in data science. 
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We presume the student knows the basic notions of linear algebra (linear vector 

spaces, independence, linear transformations, orthogonality) but will briefly 

recall them whenever needed. Within six sessions, we will try to discuss 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, singular value decomposition, least squares 

methods, matrix factorizations and several problems in numerical optimization. 

The stress will be made on illustrating applications of the topics under 

discussion and several projects will be suggested for numerical implementation 

of the methods learned. 

 

Statistics and Econometrics Fall 4 MA Part 1. Descriptive Statistics. Introduction. Statistical concepts. Characteristics 

of univariate data sets. Characteristics of bivariate data sets 

Part 2. Probability Theory. Probability of events. Random variables and 

distribution functions. Random vectors 

Part 3. Inferential Statistics. Parameter estimation. Confidence intervals. 

Statistical tests 

Part 4. Regression (part I). Linear Regression. OLS. Testing the coefficients. 

Goodness-of-fit. Missing data. Multicollinearity. Heteroscedasticity. 

Autocorrelation. Outliers 

Part 5. Regression (part II). Model selection. Omission of relevant regressors. 

Inclusion of irrelevant regressors. Stepwise model selection. Generalized least 

squares. Nonlinear regression.  

Part 6. Nonparametric regression. Kernel density estimator. Univariate 

nonparametric regression. Lasso regression 

Part 7. Regression trees. CART. CHAID 

Part 8. Modeling binary, nominal and count data. Modeling binary data. Binary 

data with CART/CHAID. Modeling nominal data. Modeling count data 

 

Machine Learning Spring 5 MA Machine learning (ML) is a key discipline and set of tools for the modern data 

analytics. It allows engineers to build systems that learn by themselves from 

data. This approach is an alternative for rule-based analytics where an engineer 

needs to define strict rules which requires expert domain knowledge. With ML, 

you can build systems for data analysis with very little domain expertise. ML 

systems that learn by itself outperforms human-designed rule-based systems in 

vast majority of practical applications. 
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Introduction to Deep Learning Spring 2 MA 1.Feedforward models. Multilayer perceptrons. Forward 

propagation/backpropagation (derivation). Regularization in neural networks: 

L2, dropout. Convolutional neural networks: relationships with MLP: im2col, 

col2im. Nonlinear activation functions: tanh, sigmoid, ReLU. 

2. Intro to theory of optimization. Gradient descent, conjugate gradients. First 

order/second order optimization. SGD, RMSProp, Adam. Online/batch 

optimization. Batch normalization. Bayesian Filtering. Non-gradient 

optimization methods: genetic algorithms. 

 

3. Deep Feedforward Neural Networks. Vanishing gradients problem. Principal 

Component Analysis (derivation). Autoencoders. Deep Convolutional Neural 

Networks. Representation learning. Transfer learning and fine-tuning. 

4. Dynamic neural networks: Time-delay neural networks, recurrent neural 

networks. Dynamic derivatives: backpropagation through time (BPTT), real-

time recurrent learning (RTRL). Simple Recurrent Networks, Echo State 

Networks, LSTM, GRU. 

5. Control of dynamic plants, problem statement. PID controllers. Neural 

networks for control. Modeling of forward/inverse dynamics of plants. Cascade 

training of differentiable models. Reinforcement learning. Adaptive critics. Q-

Learning. Generative Adversarial Nets. 

 

Mining Massive Datasets Spring 3 MA The aim of this course is to introduce the students to the main techniques of 

Machine Learning in distributed environments. In the course we will review the 

main concepts used in “Big Data”, understanding the similarities and differences 

with traditional Machine Learning / Data Mining approaches. During the course 

we will review some typical uses cases in the industry and research. In terms of 

tools, the students will be introduced to Spark, Hive and NoSql Databases, 

among others. 

 

Data Visualization Spring 3 MA Visualization Infrastructure (graphics programming and human perception). 

Grammar of Graphics. Principles of information design (coding information 

through color, size and area, choosing right chart type etc.) 
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Multidimensional Data Visualization. Basic Visualization: charts, graphs, 

animation, interactivity, hierarchies, networks. Visualization toolkits: ggplot2, 

d3.js, Tableau. Exploratory data analysis-Visual analytics. 
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CENTER FOR MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES****
 

 

COURSE TITLE 

 

TERM ECTS LEVEL LEVEL OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY 

English Fall, 

Spring 

4 BA, 

MA 

A1 – C2 

 

 

Polish Fall, 

Spring 

4 BA, 

MA 

A1 – B2 

     

French Fall, 

Spring 

4 BA, 

MA 

A1 – B1 

 

 

German Fall, 

Spring 

4 BA, 

MA 

A1 – B1 

 

 

Italian Fall, 

Spring 

4 BA, 

MA 

A1 – B1  

 

 

Spanish Fall, 

Spring 

4 BA, 

MA 

A1 – A2 

 

*
 Students regardless the year of study, faculty or specialty can choose one UCU elective course per semester. All UCU elective courses will be held on Tuesday from 17:00 to 18:20. 

** The elective courses at the Faculty of Humanities are held on Tuesdays. 

                                                      

http://fl.ucu.edu.ua/fl/index.php?id=19
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*** All courses in Data Science have a special schedule. For the details, please contact a Program Coordinator Oleksii Molchanovskyi - olexiim@ucu.edu.ua  

****
 All Language courses require that students have completed the appropriate tests for placement prior to enrollment. For this purpose, please contact UCU International Office 

(international@ucu.edu.ua) or Center for Modern Foreign Languages (halychanka@ucu.edu.ua) 
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